RAFFLE BLOCK OF THE MONTH
DECEMBER 2016

BLOCK- “Charming” Holiday Rectangles

SIZE (finished)- 4 x 4 ½” (4 ½”x 5” unfinished)

FABRIC CHOICE- charm squares, one light and a medium or dark 2 ½” strip or scraps of holiday fabric

CUTTING-
1. For using fabric yardage- cut one 2 ½” x 5” rectangle from a light and a darker fabric
2. For using Charm squares-select one light and one dark charm square; Cut each in half (2 ½” x 5”) yielding rectangles for two blocks
3. For using 2 ½” strips- cut one light and one darker 5” rectangle from each holiday strip

SEWING-
1. Using a ¼” seam allowance and 2mm(12 stitches to an inch) stitch length sew one light and one darker rectangle together. Press toward the darker color.

PROJECT IDEAS
This is a great use for a Holiday Charm pack that you wonder why you purchased!
Lap Quilt- 122 blocks 45” x 54”
Placemat- 12 blocks 12”x 18”
Table Runner- 50 blocks 20” x 44”
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